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Introduction. The notion of algebraic ring has appeared recently in the

literature (cf. [5; 9; 10]), a structure which is a blend of algebraic geometry and

ring theory. In this paper we consider some foundational results for ring varieties

(§1). The chief results are: (1) the underlying ring must be Artinian (2.2); (2) the

underlying additive group variety must be unipotent (4.3); (3) the equivalence in

characteristic 0 with the theory of finite dimensional algebras (5.1); (4) the fact

that the units form an open subvariety with induced structure of group variety

(6.1); (5) a structure theorem for commutative ring varieties in characteristic

p > 0 (8.2). Some of the proofs rely heavily on the established structure theory of

group varieties (cf. [1; 6; 7]); others are elementary. Many problems for further

research are mentioned throughout the paper.

1. Definitions. We use the terminology of [1], working over an algebraically

closed ground field k.

In the broadest definition, an algebraic ring should be a "ring in the category

of algebraic spaces," i.e., an algebraic space R such that the functor Reg(X,R)

( = all regular mappings X -*■ R) in the variable algebraic space X takes its values

in the category of rings ; equivalently, R should be a commutative algebraic group

under addition endowed with a biadditive regular mapping m : R x R -» R

(multiplication). This definition would include as examples all finite-dimensional

algebras over k, associative or not.

For our purposes we add the following restrictions: (1) Multiplication is

associative and admits an identity element 1 =¡¿0. (2) The underlying space \R\ of

R is irreducible. The resulting structure will be called a ring variety. (Note: this

definition is less restrictive than the noncategorical one given in [5].) Similarly, a

module variety over the ring variety R is a commutative group variety M endowed

with a regular mapping Rx M -> M making M into a (unitary) module over the

ring R. If in addition R is commutative and M is itself a ring variety in such a

way that the underlying ring | M | is an algebra over | R |, we call M an algebra

variety over R; it is equivalent to have a regular ring homomorphism of R into

the center of M.

These structures were introduced in [5], where it was shown how to put on

every commutative Artin local ring R with residue field k a compatible structure of
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ring variety. Recall: If R has the same characteristic as k, then there is a lifting

k-*R (according to the theorem of Cohen [4]), and R gets the ring variety

structure of a finite-dimensional algebra over k. In the other case the characteristic

of k is p > 0, and that of R is pn+1, n ¡t 0. For example, take the ring Wu{k) of

Witt vectors of length n + 1 (cf. [11]). It can then be shown that R is canonically a

finite module over Wn(k), hence a direct sum of cyclic submodules, and the structure

of ring variety can be deduced from this. Similarly, every finite module over R

gets a compatible structure of module variety. The structure obtained is max-

imal in that every linear mapping is regular; in particular, any other structure is

a purely-inseparable image of the maximal one.

(We take this opportunity to correct a small error in [5, Proposition 4, (5), p.

629]. It is necessary to assume that the homomorphism k->k induced by 5?->5t' is

the identity, so that 9î-> W is W„(fc)-linear; otherwise the given homomorphism

9Î -» 91' need not be regular. For example, the endomorphism x^+ x1/p of Í2 is

certainly not regular. And it must be emphasized that the "extension" mentioned

in that proposition refers to "extension of scalars." For example, </> is not the

extension to Í2 of the identity map on the finite field k with p elements; the identity

map on £) is.)

2. The chain conditions.

Proposition 2.1. Let M be a module variety over the ring variety R. Then every

submodule of M is closed and irreducible. Both the ascending and descending

chain conditions hold for submodules of M.

Proof. If the submodule has finitely many generators xu ••■¡x,,, it is the image

ofR" under the regular map (a1,-~,an)-*a1x1 + ••• + a„x„. It is therefore

irreducible and contains a nonempty open of its closure. Since it is also a sub-

group of M, it must be closed [1, Corollary C, p. 3-02]. An arbitrary submodule

is the union of an ascending chain of finitely generated submodules, hence by

dimension is finitely generated. The two chain conditions then follow from the

same chain conditions for arbitrary irreducible closed subsets.

Corollary 2.2. The underlying ring of a ring variety is Artinian {on both

sides).

Question. Which Artinian rings can be obtained as underlying rings of ring

varieties? We answer this later in the commutative case (8.3).

3. Quotients. Let N be a submodule of the R-module variety M. We can

form the quotient group variety M/N, together with the canonical regular

homomorphism q:M-> M/N. The mapping (a,x)-* q(ax) of R x M-> M/N is

constant on the cosets of 0 x N; hence there is an induced structure of R-module

variety on M/N.
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In case M = R and N is a two-sided ideal in R, the same argument shows that

the induced multiplication on R/N is a regular mapping, hence we can form the

quotient ring-variety R/N.

4. The additive group variety. We can characterize the underlying additive

group variety of a ring variety, using the structure theory.of algebraic groups.

Lemma 4.1. If A is an abelian variety and f: Ax A^ A is a biadditive

regular map, thenf = 0.

Proof. By a basic theorem on abelian varieties [3, p. 9-02, Proposition 1],

there are regular maps/¡: A -» A, i = 1,2, such that/(x,y) =f1(x) +/2(y). From

biadditivity, we see

fÁx)=f2(y + y')-f2(y)-f2(y')

and taking y' = 0, ft is constant. Similarly f2 is constant, hence/= 0.

Lemma 4.2. Let G be a group variety which admits a regular biadditive

map of G x G onto G. Then G is linear.

Proof. By a structure theorem on group varieties (cf. [6]), G has a unique

maximal linear subgroup L; Lis normal and G/Lis an abelian variety. If we

denote the given biadditive map multiplicatively, then for every aeG, aLc L,

La c L, since these subgroups are also linear (being homomorphic images of

linear groups; cf. [6]). Hence there is an induced biadditive map on G/L, which is

trivial by Lemma 1. Therefore GGcL, whence by hypothesis, G= L.

Proposition 4.3. The underlying additive group variety G of a ring variety R

is unipotent.

Recall that a unipotent algebraic group is one which is isomorphic to a group

of matrices with all proper values equal to 1 ; equivalently, it is a group variety all

of whose composition factors are isomorphic to Ga, the additive group of the

line.

Proof. By 4.2, G is a commutative linear group. According to the structure

theory of such groups [1, Theorem 4, pp. 4-12], G decomposes into the direct

product Gs x Gu of a torus and a unipotent group. Now in a unitary ring there

always exist natural numbers n prime to the characteristic of k such that

multiplication by n is injective. But a torus always has points of order n. Hence

G = GU.

Corollary 4.4.   The variety underlying a ring variety is affine space.

Corollary 4.5. // k has characteristic 0, the underlying additive group

variety of any ring variety over k is a vector group.

For in characteristic 0, G,," is the only unipotent group variety of dimension n.
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Corollary 4.6. The additive group variety M+ of any module variety M

over a ring variety R is unipotent.

Proof. M+ is a quotient of some (R+)n, hence is unipotent [1, Corollary,

pp. 4-11].
Question. In characteristic p > 0, can every unipotent group variety be given

the structure of additive group of some ring variety or module variety? (Obviously

every vector group can.) If not, what are the necessary and sufficient conditions?

5. Ring varieties in characteristic 0.

Proposition 5.1. The category of ring varieties over an algebraically closed

field k of characteristic 0 is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional

associative unitary algebras over k.

Proof. By 3.5, we may assume the underlying additive group of R to be

G". Any biadditive mapping G" x G"-+Gna in characteristic 0 must be given by

bilinear polynomials. Hence if G" is given its natural structure of vector space

over k, R becomes a finite dimensional algebra over k. Moreover every regular

homomorphism G™-+G" in characteristic 0 must be a linear transformation.

The converse statements are clear.

In characteristic p > 0, the additive group G of R is a vector group if and only if

the ring R has characteristic p (in general it will have characteristic a power of p

by 4.3). Even in this case, a biadditive mapping on G" need no longer

be given by bilinear polynomials. Moreover, even if a ring variety R has a compa-

tible structure of finite dimensional algebra over k, this structure need not be

intrinsic.

Example. Consider the ring variety k x fc (multiplication and addition

coordinatewise). Define scalar multiplication by

í(x,y) = (íx,í"y).

We obtain an algebra over k. The map (x,y) -» (y,x) is an automorphism of the

ring variety but not of the algebra, i.e., does not respect scalar multiplication.

6. The group of units. The property in the next theorem was unnecessarily

taken as part of the definition of a ring variety in [5].

Theorem 6.1. The units in a ring variety form an open subvariety (in the

Zariski topology) and under the induced multiplication form a group variety.

Proof. Consider the multiplication m : R x R -» R. Let C/j = m~ l(i), a closed

subspace of R x R. Uv becomes an algebraic group when we take as multiplication

the restriction of m x m, the inverse map being the restriction of the symmetry

(x,y)-»(y,x). Let n: Uy -* R be the projection on the first factor. Then n is an

isomorphism of L^ on the group U of units, as abstract groups.
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Now n(Ui) contains a nonempty relatively open subset Fof its closure (follows

from [2, Corollary 1, p. 92]). As x runs through U, the relative opens x I7 cover U;

hence U is open in its closure.

Suppose Pt(X, Y), •■-,Pn(X, Y) are the polynomials determining the multipli-

cation in some affine coordinate system on R. Then the Jacobian matrix

(w)
of the mapping % at the point (1,1) of R x R is just the identity matrix of dimension

n, hence has rank n. Therefore the mapping % is unramified at (1,1), and V\ has

dimension n at this point. It follows that n is birational from Ut to R [2, p. 211,

Corollary 2] and that U has dimension n, hence is open in R.

(I am indebted to C. Chevalley for the last part of this argument. Incidentally,

this shows that in the axioms for a group variety, it is unnecessary to assume x-»x~ '

regular.)

Corollary 6.2. A ring variety admits a birational transformation i into

itself whose domain is the group of units and which satisfies i(x) = x~1for

every unit x.

Corollary 6.3. On a ring variety R, there is a regular function d:R-*k

such that xeR is a unit if and only if d(x) ^0.

Namely, take d(x) to be the common denominator for the coordinates of x~l

when the latter are written as rational functions in the coordinates of x.

(The function d generalizes the determinant in a matrix ring; conjecturally,

d(xy) = d(x) d(y) for suitable choice of d.)

1. Division rings.

Proposition 7.1. Up to isomorphism there is a unique ring variety whose

underlying ring is a division ring, namely the affine line k with its given structure

of field.

Proof. Let R be such a ring variety. The underlying variety of R is fe"(3.4),

and the inverse map i: x-> x _1 of R is birational (6.2). But the set of nondefi-

nition of i has codimension 1 ; since it is reduced to a single point we must have

n = 1. Hence we can assume the additive group of R to be Ga.

Multiplication, being biadditive, must then have the form

(x,y)-+   Ifli;xV
i.j

(where p is the exponent-characteristic of k). A calculation of degrees in the

associative law shows that this polynomial must reduce to axy, with a^O. The

mapping x-* a-1x is then an isomorphism of the standard field variety with R.
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Note. The above argument also determines all one-dimensional ring varieties

up to isomorphism.

8. Commutative ring varieties in characteristic p > 0.

Proposition 8.1. Every commutative ring variety decomposes uniquely into

a finite direct product of local ring varieties.

We call a ring variety with a unique maximal ideal a local ring variety. Since

the underlying ring \R\ of R is commutative Artinian (2.4), we have

| R | = | Rl [ x ••• x | R„ | with | R¡ | local, uniquely [12, Theorem 3, p. 205].

Each | R¡ |, being an ideal, has an induced structure of ring variety Rt. We must

show that the decomposition is biregular. The map from the product to R is

regular since the map is (x1,"-,xn)-*x1 + ••• +xñ.

The inverse mapping is x-*(xe!,--,xen), where 1 = e¡ + ••• -f e„, hence is

also regular.

Note. Direct product decompositions for module varieties aie not in general

biregular. For example, let M = Ga2 with scalar multiplication

t(x,y) = (tx,tpy).

Let N = all (x,xp), N' ~ all (x,0). Then the projection of M on AT along JV' is

given by (x,y)->(y,/f,,y).

Proposition 8.1 reduces our study to the case of a commutative local ring

variety R. Let M be the maximal ideal of R, so that R/M = k (7.1 and §3). We

know that the underlying ring | R | of R is canonically a finite algebra over a

ring W„(k) of Witt vectors, if | R | has characteristic pn+i [5].

Theorem 8.2. // R is a commutative local ring variety of characteristic pn+1

(p = characteristic of k), then the canonical structure of a finite algebra over

Wn(k) on the underlying ring \ R \ of R is compatible with the structure of

variety on R, i.e., the canonical homomorphism Wn(k)-+R is regular.

Proof. Let U —R — M be the group of units in R, \j/: R -> k the canonical

homomorphism. We have a strictly exact [7, p. 163] sequence of commutative

group varieties

l^(l+M)^U^Gm-+l.

Since 1 + M is unipotent, there is a unique regular homomorphism p: G,„-> U

which splits this sequence ([7, p. 171] gives Ext (Gm, Unipotent) = 0). For any

teGm, p(t) is the multiplicative representative of t.

We claim p., as a rational map k -* R, is defined at 0 and p(0) = 0: For n suffi-

ciently large, the regular map x-+xp" of R into R is constant on the cosets of M,

hence factors through a regular map X: k -> R. For ieGm we have

l(r) = pff"). Hence 0 is the unique adherence value for p. at 0 [2, Proposition 5,

p. 125], whence by Zariski's Main Theorem p(0) = 0.
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We have thus shown that the multiplicative representatives p.:k-*R are

given by a regular map.

It follows that the mapping

(x0,-,xn) -+n(x0) + nixjp + ■■■ + ii(xu)pn

is a regular bijective mapping of affine (n + l)-space onto a subring variety

(by the same argument as in the proof of 2.1 this is a closed subvariety) R0 of R.

Now the Witt-vector 2Z?=0KxdPl nas coordinates (x0, xf,"-,x¡T)- Therefore

to show that the induced ring isomorphism Wn(k) ̂>R0 is a regular map, we must

show that the map

x -> fx(x)pm

of k into R0 has order of inseparability at least pm, for all m = l,--,n,

so that the mapping

x->n(xilpm)pm

is regular. This will be a consequence of the following lemma, due to J.-P. Serre,

which generalizes a formula on Witt vectors.

Lemma.   Let G be a commutative group variety over the field k of characteris-

tic p > 0. Then for every m > 0 there is a factorization

Pm = VmFm

where this pm means "multiplication by pm," Fm is the Frobenius mapping

iterated m times, and Vm is a suitable regular map.

(Recall that Fm is the canonical mapping of G onto the variety G(m) with the

same base space but sheaf of pm th powers of the regular functions on G.)

We factor pn by

G 4 G(pm>   * G

where the middle term is the symmetric product of G with itself pm times,

<5 is the diagonal map and a is the sum. By [7, Proposition 21, p. 62], <5 is a

homeomorphism onto a subvariety isomorphic to G(m).

Corollary 8.3. If k has characteristic p>0, the commutative rings which

can occur as underlying rings of ring varieties over k are the finite algebras over

Witt rings with coefficients in k.

9. Noncommutative ring varieties.

Proposition 9.1. If R is a ring variety, then its center C is a closed subspace

and inherits a structure of commutative unitary associative algebraic ring.
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Proof. For every xeR, the centralizer C(x) is the kernel of the additive

homomorphism

y-+xy- yx,

hence is closed. C is the intersection of all C(x)'s.

C need not be a ring variety, i.e., need not be connected as is shown by the

following.

Example 9.2.   Let R have additive group G\ with multiplication

(Xo.x-iXj'o.J'i) =(x0y0,x0y1 + x^g").

The center C is the finite field with p" elements, i.e., all (o0,0) such that

ag  = a0.

Thus 8.3 is false when we drop the assumption of commutativity. However we

do have a necessary and sufficient condition.

Proposition 9.3. (Still in characteristic p>0.) The ring variety R has a

structure of algebra variety over some W„(k) if and only if the center C of R is

connected.

If R is an algebra variety over W„(k), then C, being a finite module over W„(k),

must be connected. Conversely, if C is a commutative ring variety, then by §8

it has a natural structure of algebra variety over some W„(k), hence R has.

Proposition 9.4. (In any characteristic.) Up to isomorphism, the only ring

varieties whose underlying rings are simple are the full matrix rings with

coefficients in k.

The theory of simple Artin rings tells us the underlying ring is a matrix ring

over a division ring. However we require an isomorphism of ring varieties.

Let (eu) be a system of matrix units in R. Put e=exl. The division ring we

want may be taken to be eRe. Since x -* exe is a regular homomorphism of

R+, eRe is a subgroup variety of R+. Multiplication in eRe is the restriction of

multiplication from R, hence is given by a regular map. Thus eRe is a ring variety

which by 7.1 is isomorphic to k.

Finally we obtain a biregular isomorphism of R with the ring oîn x n matrices

over k as follows : An element x e R is assigned the matrix (eXjx e^); ¡. A matrix

(atJ)¡ j is sent back to the element

in R.

Corollary 9.5. The semi-simple ring varieties are the direct products of

matrix rings over k.

As in the proof of 8.1, the direct product decomposition is biregular.
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10. Rationality questions. Suppose now R is a ring variety and k0 is a field of

definition for the underlying variety and for the addition and multiplication

maps of R. The set R0 of points of R rational in k0 then forms a subring.

Proposition 10.1. // k0 is perfect and the ring variety R is defined over k0,

then for any ideal a of R0, we have aR n R0 = a and R0 is an Artin ring.

Proof. Assume first a has finitely many generators ay, •••,a„. Define a regular

map/ of R" onto aR by

f(xi,—,x„) = x1ai + ••• + x„a„.

Then/ is defined over k0. Let b =/-1(0). Then b is a module variety for R

defined over k0 (since k0 is perfect). In particular, b is unipotent (4.6), and since k0

is perfect, b is fc-solvable [6].

If now ceaRn R0, /_1(c) isa principal homogenous space for b defined

over k0, hence admits a rational point in k0 [7, p. 170, Lemma 2]. Thus cea.

An arbitrary ideal in R0 is the union of an ascending chain of finitely generated

ideals. Raising this chain to R, we see it is finite; contracting to R0 then shows

the original chain is finite. Similarly the descending chain condition holds inR0.

Note.    10.1 generalizes at once to module varieties of R defined over k0.

Question. If an ideal in R is fc0-closed and k0 is perfect, does the ideal admit a

set of generators rational over fc0? One can ask more generally whether a module-

variety M defined over the perfect field k0 is generated as a module by its rational

points M0. The answer is yes when k0 is infinite, for by a result of Rosenlicht,

M0 is then dense in M.

11. Concluding remarks. We have seen that the center of a noncommutative

ring variety need not be connected. Thus we are led to the general study of a

unitary associative algebraic ring R. It is obvious that the connected component

Rl of 0 is a two-sided ideal, and R/Rt is a finite ring. Rt is a connected associative

algebraic ring, but need not have an identity element. Thus the correct category

stable under these natural operations is that of associative algebraic rings, not

necessarily connected and not necessarily unitary.

We mention a further extension : In characteristic p > 0, the ring of regular

endomorphisms of the additive group G0 consists of all p-polynomials

00

P(x) =  H a¡xp ,   almost all a} = 0,

with the multiplication given by (QP)(x) = Q(P(x)). The completion of this ring

consists of all p-power series and is coordinatized by infinite-dimensional affine

space ; it is the projective limit of a system of ring varieties. Thus we are led to

the category of pro-algebraic rings, analogous to that of pro-algebraic groups
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[8]. One can ask whether these considerations extend to the ring of endomorphisms

of an arbitrary commutative algebraic group.
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